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ABSTRACT

Segmentation of cerebral vascular networks from 3D an-

giographic data remains a challenge. Automation generally

induces a high computational cost and possible errors, while

interactive methods are hard to use due to the dimension and

complexity of images. This article presents a compromise

between both approaches, by using the concept of example-

based segmentation. Segmentation examples of vascular

structures are involved in a scheme relying on connected fil-

tering, in order to obtain an interactive –but strongly assisted–

segmentation method. This strategy, which uses component-

trees in a non-standard fashion, leads to promising results,

when applied on cerebral MR angiographic data.

Index Terms— Vessel segmentation, example-based seg-

mentation, mathematical morphology, MRA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cerebrovascular segmentation is used for several purposes,

including vascular pathology diagnosis and quantification,

or neurosurgery planning. The specific properties of ves-

sels (small structures w.r.t. the image resolution) and of an-

giographic data (sparseness, low SNR when non-injected,

morphological artifacts, etc.) justify that their segmentation

remains a challenge.

Several techniques have been considered for designing

vessel segmentation methods, especially devoted to 3D data,

including in particular Magnetic Resonance Angiography

(MRA). One can cite, non exhaustively, deformable models,

vessel tracking, statistical analysis, and mathematical mor-

phology. (A state of the art is beyond the scope of this article,

a recent and complete survey may be found in [1].) Usually,

these methods are globally automatic (except, sometimes, for

initialization and/or termination, or for the determination of

parameters). Consequently, they can hardly take advantage

of the expertise of the user (clinician, radiologist, etc.), thus

leading to possible segmentation errors (in addition to a fre-

quently high computational cost). Interactive methods, which

could a contrario rely on the user skills, are generally not
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considered due to the size and complexity of the 3D images

to be processed.

However, a compromise between automatic and interac-

tive segmentation could be proposed, thanks to the notion of

example-based segmentation, which has been considered in

several application fields [2, 3] before being applied to medi-

cal imaging [4]. The use of segmentation examples can lead

to an automatic presegmentation of the regions where are lo-

cated the vessels, and in particular to determine a subnetwork

of interest into the vascular network, e.g., for vein/artery sep-

aration in images where both structures appear.

Methodologies based on mathematical morphology have

been recently considered for medical image segmentation,

especially in the case of angiographic images [5]. Among

the involved techniques, the ones based on connected filter-

ing, and more especially on component-trees [6] have led

to promising results [7]. Component-trees are adapted to

process grey-scale images, where the structures of interest

have properties relating to the topology (connectivity) and

intensity (local/global extrema). They are essentially used for

filtering purpose, by considering the selection of a part of the

component-tree corresponding to nodes having properties in

adequacy with criteria modeling the searched objects.

In this work, we propose to use the component-tree in

a different fashion by searching a set of nodes generating

a resulting image being as close as possible to a segmen-

tation example, w.r.t. a false positive/negative cost func-

tion. This non-standard strategy enables in particular to fuse

component-trees and example-based segmentation.

This article is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents theo-

retical and methodological concepts of the proposed segmen-

tation technique. Experimental results are presented in Sec. 3.

A discussion and perspectives will be found in Sec. 4.

2. METHOD

2.1. Definitions and Notations

Let I : E → V (E ∈ Z
n, and V = [0,m]) be a grey-

level image (we also note I ∈ V E). For X ⊆ E, let C[X]
be the set of the connected components of X , induced by a

chosen adjacency relation. For any v ∈ V , we define the
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Fig. 1. (a) A grey-level image I : [0, 9]2 → [0, 4]; (b–f) threshold images

for v varying from 0 (b) to 4 (f). (g) The component-tree of I .
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Fig. 2. (a) A grey-level image. (b) The component-tree (K, L,R) of (a).

(c) A set of nodes K̂ ⊆ K (in grey). (d) Segmentation of (a) based on the set

of nodes (c).

thresholding function Xv : V E → 2E by Xv(I) = {x ∈ E |
v ≤ I(x)}. For any v ∈ V and any X ⊆ E, we define the

cylinder function CX,v : E → V by CX,v(x) = v if x ∈ X ,

and 0 otherwise. An image I ∈ V E can then be expressed as

I =
∨

v∈V

∨

X∈C[Xv(I)]

CX,v

where
∨

is the pointwise supremum for the set of functions.

Let K =
⋃

v∈V C[Xv(I)] be the set of all the connected

components obtained from the different thresholdings of I .

The relation ⊆ is a partial order on K, and its Hasse diagram

(K, L) is a tree, the root of which, called R is sup(K,⊆) =
E. The rooted tree T = (K, L,R) is called component-tree

of I; K, R and L are the set of the nodes, the root and the set

of the edges of the tree, respectively. We set ch(N) = {N ′ ∈
K | (N,N ′) ∈ L}, ch(N) is the set of the children of the

node N in T . An example of component-tree is illustrated in

Fig. 1.

2.2. Segmentation based on component-trees

Performing segmentation with a component-tree consists of

correctly determining a subset K̂ ⊆ K of nodes. The binary

resulting image Î ⊆ E is then defined as the union of the

nodes of K̂, i.e., Î =
⋃

N∈K̂
N . See Fig. 2 for an example.

The choice of K̂ is generally based on properties (“at-

tributes”) stored at each node. The nodes are then chosen on

local criteria. By opposition, the proposed approach consists

of defining K̂ in a global fashion, thanks to an example.

I ∈ V E : Grey-level
image (input)

G ⊆ E: Binary
example

❄

T = (K, L,R):
Component-tree of I

PPPq ✑✑✰

Ĥ: Grey-level
presegmentation

α1, . . . , αk ✲

❄

✲Thresholding
choice of α

Î: Segmented image

Fig. 3. Workflow of the example-based segmentation algorithm (see text).

2.3. Example-based segmentation

Given a segmentation example G ⊆ E, supposed to be a

close approximation of the desired one, the purpose is to de-

termine a set of nodes K̂ (and then its associated segmentation

Î) which fits at best G, w.r.t. a distance modeling the ratio of

false positives/negatives. Such a distance can be defined by

dα(Î , G) = α|Î \G|+ (1− α)|G \ Î|

where α ∈ [0, 1] controls the trade-off between false positives

and false negatives tolerance. For a chosen α, the purpose is

then to solve the following minimization equation

K̂α = arg min
K̂⊆K

{dα(Î , G)} (1)

In [8], some of the authors have proved that K̂α = Fα(E),
where Fα is recursively defined, for all N ∈ K, by

{
Fα(N) = {N}
cα(N) = α.n(N,G)

if α.n(N,G) < (1−α).p∗(N,G) +
∑

N ′∈ch(N) c
α(N ′) and

{
Fα(N) =

⋃
N ′∈ch(N) F

α(N ′)

cα(N) = (1− α).p∗(N,G) +
∑

N ′∈ch(N) c
α(N ′)

otherwise, where p∗(N,G) is the number of points of N ∩G

which do not belong to any children of N , and n(N,G) is the

number of points of N \G.

It can be proved that for α1 < α2, we have Îα2 ⊆ Îα1 ,

where Îα =
⋃

N∈K̂α N . Given a set {αi}
k
i=1 of increasing

values, we can then generate a grey-level image Ĥ such that

for all x ∈ E

Ĥ(x) =

k∨

i=1

C
Îαi ,i

(x) = max{i ∈ [1, k] | x ∈ Iαi}

The choice of a segmentation result Î can then be performed

by the user by simply thresholding Ĥ at a convenient value

αi. The segmentation workflow is summarized in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. MRA of the brain (same patient, sagittal MIP): (a) high resolution

(0.5mm) TOF MRA, and (b) low resolution (1mm) PC MRA.

3. RESULTS

In this section, experiments are performed in order to assess

the relevance of the method. They deal with artery segmenta-

tion from (time of flight: TOF, and phase contrast: PC) MRA

images visualizing both veins and arteries. Subsec. 3.1 fo-

cuses on the “component-tree” part of the method only, by

assuming that the example is similar to the expected result

and correctly positioned into the image (intra-patient cases).

Subsec. 3.2 deals with the influence of the example quality, by

assuming that it is not fully similar to the expected result and

not perfectly positioned into the image (inter-patient cases).

3.1. Intra-patient validations (TOF/PC MRA)

We consider two images of a same patient: a high resolution

(0.5mm) TOF MRA and a low resolution (1mm) PC MRA

(Fig. 4). Two arterial ground-truths have been manually de-

fined for both images (Fig. 5(a,e)).

In order to check the soundness of the method in the case

where a “very good” example is provided, the segmentation of

the TOF MRA has been carried out by using its own ground-

truth as example. Some results (for various α values) are de-

picted in Fig. 5 (b–d). More quantitatively, Fig. 6 depicts

the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve (in red)

induced by the computation of the results for 1000 α values

among [0, 1].
The case of a less satisfactory (but well positioned) ex-

ample is considered by segmenting the same TOF MRA, but

using the (less accurate) ground-truth of the PC MRA. Some

results are depicted in Fig. 5 (f–h). Fig. 6 depicts the ROC

curve (in blue) induced by the computation of these results.

This study tends to show the correct behavior of the

method in case of correct and well positioned example. Note

that the α value generating the best result depends on the

example (and its trend to be a subset and/or a superset of the

searched structure).

3.2. Inter-patient validation (PC MRA)

We now consider several low resolution (1mm) PC MRAs

(see Fig. 4(b)). We focus on the possible effects of inter-

patient variability. Indeed, the image to segment and the used

example(s) are obtained from distinct patients.

(a) (b) α = 0.00 (c) α = 0.50 (d) α = 0.95

(e) (f) α = 0.00 (g) α = 0.50 (h) α = 0.95

Fig. 5. (a) Ground-truth for the TOF MRA. (b–d) TOF MRA segmentations

by using (a) as example. (e) Ground-truth for the PC MRA. (f–h) TOF MRA

segmentations by using (e) as example.

Fig. 6. ROC curves, for the two experiments of Subsec. 3.1 (logarithmic

scale in horizontal axis).

The first effect is the inadequacy of the considered exam-

ple with the image. Indeed, the example may be (more or

less) morphologically, geometrically and topologically differ-

ent from the vascular structures to segment.

A second effect is the (in)accuracy of the positioning of

the example. Indeed, a registration step has to be carried out

in order to put the example and the target image in a same ref-

erential. Despite recent works devoted to angiographic image

registration [9, 10], the existing methods are still not reliable

enough in the complex case of cerebral vessels. An alterna-

tive then remains, the “classic” registration on morphological

images associated to the angiographic ones, as proposed here.

In order to qualitatively assess the behavior of the method

w.r.t. these effects, two experiments are carried out by using

as example a single segmented image or a “binary atlas” ob-

tained from several segmented images. In each case, both

affine and nonrigid registration [11] are considered.

First, the considered example is a single segmentation

ground-truth. The results obtained for five different pa-

tients, are depicted Fig. 7. As expected, nonrigid registration

provides better results than affine one (with a higher com-

putational cost). With such registration, and despite the low

quality of these images, we can globally obtain the Willis

circle and its neighboring arteries.

Second, the considered example is a binary arterial atlas

generated from 60 PC-MRAs. The results obtained for the

same five patients as above, are depicted Fig. 8. Once again,



Fig. 7. Segmentation results (α = 0.95) for 5 patients, with a single

ground-truth as example (1st row: affine registration; 2nd row: nonrigid reg-

istration).

Fig. 8. Segmentation results (α = 0.80) for 5 patients, with an atlas as

example (1st row: affine registration; 2nd row: nonrigid registration).

nonrigid registration results outperform affine ones. With

such registration, the results are in particular much more ac-

curate than those obtained with a single ground-truth, which

probably relies on the fact that the atlas models more com-

pletely the anatomical variants which may appear among a

population. (Note that with such an atlas, the tolerance to

false positives must be higher than with a single ground-truth,

implying a different value for α.)

4. CONCLUSION

A method relying on example-based segmentation and compo-

nent-trees has been proposed for assisted segmentation of

vessels from 3D data. First experiments tend to show the

relevance of the approach. They also emphasize remain-

ing weaknesses, and the need for further improvements,

especially related to registration and example quality. Fur-

ther works will consist of (i) developing hybrid morphol-

ogy/angiography registration methods, better suited for com-

plex vessels, and (ii) proposing more efficient examples (for

instance statistical, instead of binary ones). More straightfor-

ward extensions of this work will be the development a fully

interactive version of the segmentation method (relying on

presegmentations on MIP images) and the use of a prepro-

cessing [12] to enhance the vesselness of the images, which

is a strong requirement for connected filtering approaches.
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